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What we will talk about

1 Changing the paradigm

2 Why we wanted change

3 How we did it

4 What we do

5 How can we refine this 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We heard a version of it in the keynote speech yesterday and while we agree that this way of thinking can lead to innovation and creativity. We have a solution that I equate to using drones versus full on nuclear attack in this war to building communities with character.We would like to share with you a way where we don’t quite need to become the swaggering, toppling over with arrogance architect type to do the right thing. Or risk our careers at the alter of thinking we know best what people that call a community home SHOULD WANT in their home. We believe in building great communities by working WITH the community instead of working FOR the community.



The Joy of The Status Quo

• Basis of the plan: projections –
demographic, economic, & land use

• Community Engagement: the usual 
suspects – noisemakers, pain-in-the-xxx 
residents

• The document itself: a shelf ornament

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basis:Safe and easy to understand & explainWill always need an update within 5 yearsEngagement:Participants are not representative of the community but we know what to expect and can prepare for itUsually the participants are not representative of the ethnicity, language, age!Stakeholders such as developers and businesses often left out but we do a market analysis so we already know what they want plus so what if certain ideas are more expensive – they make a ton of money.Engagement is often one direction and superficial – doctor exampleMomentum is quickly lost Document:Plans are not user friendly – for anyoneOften lacks real implementation steps“fix the ordinance” is not implementation!!!Basically, plans lack reality checks, they are wishlistsPerformed in cylinders of excellence, aka “silos” example: Usually not based on any understanding of the municipal budget, the developer’s process/costs, other departments’ or regional entities’ priorities and processes.Plans viewed as the “planning department's plan”, rather than the City’s plan – we get the control but loose out on resources ….. Example engineering department asking monies for floodplain manager vs. planning department asking for a historic preservation officer or an arborist for landscape/tree preservation review.



Why change? 

Inspiring Action



The need for change

• To be effective planning must…

• Future thinking - preparing for the inevitable, 
preempting the undesirable, and controlling 
the controllable

• Inspire - Integrated decision making and 
coordinated activities

“Plans are useless, but planning is everything” 
Dwight D. Eisenhower

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Military planning > business planning > government planningWe are still using the 1950’s military and business planning paradigmMilitary and businesses have moved on but we seem stuck…Trends that are or will impact the planning processRetiring population better educated than beforeAre you ready to start answering good tough questions?More people working from homeLimited time for civic engagement (how many people vote for local elections? Just sayin)Especially in person, at a scheduled time“Run government like a business”Before you cringe, there is some merit to thisThe Golden CircleStrategic ForesightDesign Thinking Process



How we did it?

Thinking Out-of-the-Box

Presenter
Presentation Notes
how do we change the status quo – create plans that not only recommend the right action but that inspire action. We took 3 ideas from outside the planning world and massaged them to work for planning. 



The Golden Circle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The apple example – Why? – everything we do, we believe in challenging the status quo, we believe in thinking differentlyHow? – we make products that are beautifully designed and user friendlyWhat – we just happen to make great computers – wanna buy one?



Strategic Foresight
“We’re all going to live in the future. So 
why should we base our “plans” on the 
past?” – Rebecca Ryan, NGC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
planning starts in the past – what you’ve always done –and sets goals to do all of that incrementally better faster cheaper in the next 2, 3, or 5 years.What’s needed now, more than ever before, is strategic foresight.Strategic foresight takes a cold, hard look at the trends in technology, society, the economy, the environment and politics and asks, “What is our future likely to look like ten (or twenty) years from now?”It imagines several, possible futures and then asks, “Are we ready for any of these?”It’s GM asking, “What will the world be like with more car sharing and fewer kids getting drivers licenses?”It’s Clearwater Gas asking “What if the federal government outlaws fracking?”It’s a community asking, “What will our quality of life be when we are home to one million people?”



Design-Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design Thinking is a methodology used by designers to solve complex problems, and find desirable solutions for clients. The mindset of this process is not problem-focused, it’s solution focused and action oriented towards creating a preferred future. Design Thinking draws upon logic, imagination, intuition, and systemic reasoning, to explore possibilities of what could be—and to create desired outcomes that benefit the end user (the customer).Design thinking is a formal method for practical, creative resolution of problems and creation of solutions, with the intent of an improved future result. In this regard it is a form of solution-based, or solution-focused thinking – starting with a goal (a better future situation) instead of solving a specific problem. By considering both present and future conditions and parameters of the problem, alternative solutions may be explored simultaneously. 



What we do?

The Northlake Story



Start with Strategic Foresight
• Plan for the future, not the past - Foresight 

Laboratory
• Frame Domain

• Focus
• Time Horizon

• Forces and Trends 
• (STEEP)
• Certainty and Impact

• Future Scenarios
• Stay the course
• Negative disruption
• Positive disruption
• Blue Sky

• Common Themes - Vision
• Dials and Variables - Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How not to be wimps without annihilating your career prospects



Getting to “why”
• Vetting the vision from the foresight lab. with 

surveys, focus groups, visual preference survey 
• A picture is worth a 1,000 words but sometimes we need to 

use our words…

• Getting people to turn up…
• Which people though?
• How?

• Food
• Prizes
• Flyers, flyers, everywhere flyers
• yeah, social media too…
• Timing is everything
• Location, location, location
• Manipulation is ok if benevolent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ways to improveFollow up questionsSocratic methodCompare answers within the survey- crosstabsWays to improve a VPSThink of what question you are askingWhat answers might you getWill they answers inform policySketch out the survey and do visual lastConsider using a little text tooTie visuals to areas or themesScale



Strategic Doing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic doing focuses on small wins to achieve big goalsStrategic Doing enables people to form action-oriented collaborations quickly, move them toward measurable outcomes, and make adjustments along the way. Strategic Doing/CollaborationAbsence of relevant hierarchyFast, simple, doable action plansNear termAddresses complexityPlanning process an afternoonFast, iterative, leanLess formal analysis, and more collaborationWhat could we do?What should we do?What will we do?What’s our 30/30?We get a plan with specific actions and implementation steps and related budget impact rather than gobbly gook, fuzzy language of goals, policies, strategies, implementation steps.



Different Uses?

• Comprehensive Plan/ Development 
Strategy/ Growth Strategy

• City/Departmental Strategic Plan

• Council Retreat – annual work plan/budget

• Creating a public consensus/ building trust/ 
starting open communication



Questions? Discussion?

How can we refine this further?
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